
Scribbles Ninja—Health Message: Tobacco 
Nothing evil is sneaking into this ninja’s lungs! He always says 

no to cigarettes, e-cigarettes, cigarillos and other tobacco 
products to maintain his ninja awesomeness. 

Scribbles Ninja likes to narrate his own life: “Scribbles the sneaky 
ninja knows that heart disease can be sneaky, too!” He hates 

cigarettes, as much as he hates Evildoers. 

Splatter Quacky—Health Message: Fruits and Veggies 
Splatter Quacky always eats 1½ cups of fruit and 1½-2 cups of vegetables  
every day —that’s the nutrition he needs to stay on top of his game. 
Splatter loves jumping rope, but he’s the worst jumper ever. He can’t 
remember how many times he’s fallen down, but he knows that 
eating a healthy diet is a good way to hop over heart disease. 

Ms. Cool—Health Message: Sugar Sweetened Beverages 
Ms. Cool always reaches for water to keep herself event-ready; this duck  
Rarely drinks sugary things like soda, sports drinks or energy drinks. 
Her real name is Egglantine Feathersby Quackenduck. Her students 
have nicknamed her Ms. Cool, because she teaches them that living a 
healthy lifestyle, each and every day, is the best thing you 
can do to stay strong and live long. 
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Sock Duck—Health Message: Sodium 
Always on the lookout for hidden salt or sodium in her foods — she knows 
to watch out for processed and restaurant foods that may have lots of     
hidden salt. This girl loves a good joke, but she knows that clowning around 
isn’t all it’s quacked up to be. She also knows that heart disease 
is nothing to laugh at. She wants to be a doctor when she grows 
up and knows she needs to stay healthy for her dreams to come 
true. 

Spy Duck—Health Message: Sleep 
It’s no secret that Spy Duck needs plenty of beauty rest — this 

duck always gets plenty of sleep every night to glow her  
brightest. Her code name, G-I-D, stands for Glow In The Dark. 

She’s always cool and calm and stress free. She knows that 
avoiding excess sugar and salt is a great secret weapon 

against heart disease. 

Ski Dude—Health Message: Physical Activity 
Ski Dude is physically active for at least 60 minutes every 

day, just like all kids should be. He’s a laid back bro, but he 
loves all outdoor sports. Whenever he gets a chance, he’s 

out shredding the most radical slopes. He knows that regular 
exercise keeps him healthy and strong. 


